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The most important pillar in the physics case of future electron-positron colliders in high
energy physics is the measurement of the Higgs boson, with its main goal to precisely mea-
sure its properties and to probe potential of associated new physics. All next generation
electron positron facilities in high energy physics will make use of the Higgsstrahlung Higgs
production channel. The physics potential of CEPC for measurement of the cross-section
times branching ratio of subdominant decay H → WW∗ is presented. The Higgsstrahn-
lung Higgs production channel is used, at the center of mass energy of 250 GeV. The
fully hadronic decay, containing six soft-jets in the final state is of great importance for
the detector design, jet pairing and reconstruction as showing the capability of CEPC for
W/Z separation. The analysis is performed in full simulation.
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1. Introduction
The discovery of the Higgs boson in 2012, has completed the Standard model of the
particle physics. Since then, various measurements at the Large hadron collider LHC showed
good agreement with the Standard model predictions. A possible path to the Beyond
Standard model (BSM) physics, could be the precision measurements of the Higgs couplings
to the Standard model (SM) particles, where the subtle difference in these couplings are
foreseen by different BSM models. The necessary precision for the exploration of these
deviations would require the percent or sub percent coupling precision levels [2]. As specified
in the European strategy update for 2020, the High luminosity LHC’s (HL-LHC) precision
for these type of BSM searches could be enhanced by the additional collider facilities, Higgs
boson factories, as the next step in the particle physics after the LHC era.
CEPC (Circular electron positron collider) [3] is one of four proposed international electron
positron colliders, which is intended to be build in China. The collider is to be operated with
the nominal center-of-mass energy of
√
s=240 GeV and the foreseen integrated luminosity of
5.6 ab−1. This will amount to about one million of the Higgs boson events during the seven
years running time. The CEPC is also foreseen to operate at the Z pole (
√
s=91 GeV) and
near the WW threshold(
√
s = 160 GeV) with the corresponding respective running times
of 1 and 2 years, and 107 and 1011 accumulated Z and W events. Also, the CEPC could be
upgraded to a proton-proton collider with a center-of-mass energy around 100 TeV.
2. All jet final state of the Higgs decay through the W boson pair
At the nominal center of mass energy of CEPC, the dominant Higgs production channel
is the Higgsstrahlung (HZ), which allows for the determination of the absolute Higgs to the Z
boson coupling [4]. Also using the absolute Higgs to Z boson coupling as well as the Higgs
boson width, which can be measured with high precision at CEPC [3], the subsequent
determination of all the absolute couplings can be performed.
We are investigating the potential of CEPC for the measurement of the cross section times
branching fraction of the Higgs boson decay to the pair of the W bosons in Higgsstrahlung.
Of particular interest to access this coupling is utilizing all jets final state, since this channel
tests the detector capability to resolve the electroweak bosons in multijet environment. The
high branching fraction of the Higgs boson decay to hadronic final state, through the pair
of W bosons, as well as high integrated luminosity delivers the abundant signal sample of
more than 104 signal events.
3. Event simulation and reconstruction
Signal and background are generated using Whizard 1.95 [5]. The samples are fully
simulated with Mokka [6], at the
√
s=250 GeV and mH= 125 GeV. The radiation effects,
including initial and final state radiation are considered in the generation. The events are
reconstructed with the particle flow based reconstruction software, Arbor [7].
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ee− → qq̄, and four-fermion processes of type ee− → qq̄qq̄. Semileptonic and leptonic
events are not included in the background samples since it has been shown that survival
probability of these types of backgrounds using multivariate methods for signal and back-
ground separation for this type of Higgs decay final states, is at the permille level or better
[8].
Signal signature is characterized with six jets in the final state coming from the hadronic
decays of both W bosons from the Higgs decay as well as the Z boson. The signal events
possess high centrality, with jets which are widely spread, thus potentially overlapping.
Therefore the most sensitive parts of the event selection are jet clustering and jet pairing.
For jet clustering the kt clustering algorithm is used, which minimizes the ambiguities re-
lated to particle clustering within overlapping cones in multijet events [9]. Jets are clustered
with high jet opening (R=1.5).
After clustering the reconstruction of bosons in the event is performed. The reconstruction
is based on the minimization of the χ2 which takes into account the masses of the real
bosons in the event - the real W boson, the Z and the Higgs boson. Six reconstructed jets
in the event are paired into three di-jets. The di-jet masses are compared to the corre-
sponding reference boson masses, with the additional constraint on the invariant mass of a









where mi j refer to di-jet masses, and mZ , mW and mH are the reference masses of the
Z, the W boson and the Higgs boson [1] and the σV , V=W,Z,H, are the corresponding
convolution of the boson width and the detector resolution. The detector resolution is set
to 4% of the boson mass [10]. Figure 1 shows the reconstructed invariant masses of real
W boson, the Z and the Higgs boson, where the clear peak distinction between the W and
the Z boson masses is shown. Thus this particular final state shows the capability of the
CEPC for separation of W and the Z boson in the highest jet multiplicity environment at
the Higgs boson factories.
The reconstruction of the invariant masses of the corresponding bosons is influenced
by multiple sources: the relative vicinity of the W and the Z boson mass and corresponding
boson widths resulting in the intrinsic overlap, while the detector resolution, jet clustering
and jet pairing are inducing the additional overlap in the reconstructed boson masses. The
quantification of the separate factor’s influence is studied on the four jet final states and
are given in [10].
The discrimination of signal against the background is performed in two steps, where
the first step, the preselection, uses the static cut separation. The primary aim of the
preselection is the reduction of the high cross section background, in the first place, two
fermion final states. The correlation between the energy of boson and the angle between the
jets that comprise the boson is used to construct two preselection variables,‘energyTheta‘
(Figure 2), one for the Z and one for the W boson. The preselection uses the minimal set
of variables: the number of particles in the final state and ‘energyTheta‘, for the Z and the
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Figure 1: Distributions of the reconstructed dijet invariant masses, of the Z boson (pink), the
W boson (blue) and the Higgs boson (green) candidates, for six jet signal final state, HZ → H →
WW∗ → qq̄qq̄, Z → qq̄.
Energy*Theta [keV*deg] W

























































Figure 2: The preselection ‘energyTheta‘ variable given for signal (left) and two-fermion back-
ground (right). The distribution of ‘energyTheta‘ for W boson versus ‘energyTheta‘ for the Z
boson.
mutual correlation. The static cuts were optimized with respect to the signal efficiency,
with the minimal signal efficiency of 70%.
The final step in signal and background separation is the multivariate analysis (Boosted
decision tree). Five groups of sensitive variables which exploit the different event features are
used: the event shape variables, the jets transitions, the flavor tagging variables, kinematic
variables and invariant masses of real bosons in the event. The correlations among the
variables belonging to different groups are low. The most efficient variables are the event
thrust and jet transitions for high jet multiplicities, around the number of jets in the signal
( y56, y67, y45).
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Table 1: Expected relative precision on the σ (ZH) × BR(H→ WW∗) measurement from CEPC
dataset of 5.6 ab−1.
ZH final state Relative statistical uncertainty [%]
Z → ee− H → WW∗ → lνl
′
ν, lνqq̄ 2.6
Z → µµ− H → WW∗ → lνl
′
ν, lνqq̄ 2.4
Z → νν H → WW∗ → lνqq̄, qq̄qq̄ 1.5
Z → qq̄ H → WW∗ → qq̄qq̄ 1.7
Combined 0.9
in the signal reconstruction, this type of final state lacks the clear signal tagging variable,
in comparison to the leptonic or invisible Z decays of Higgsstrahlung Higgs production
channel. This results in low signal efficiency after the final selection of 29%. However,
this is compensated with high integral luminosity foreseen at the CEPC, and results in the
relative statistical uncertainty of the measurement of 1.9 % for 5.0 ab−1(1.7% for 5.6 ab−1).
This result has entered the global Higgs fit. The list of the considered final states,
as well as the obtained relative statistical uncertainties are given in the table, classified
according to the Z decay Table 1.
As can be seen from the table, combined fit of certain semileptonic and leptonic final
states of H → WW∗ decay [11], led to the improved precision of the measurement H → WW∗
to 0.9%. The result could be further improved by analyses of the complete set of final states
of this particular decay.
4. Conclusion
This analysis is part of global effort to determine the potential of the CEPC for the
precision measurement of the Higgs boson couplings to the Standard model particles. In
this talk, the measurement accuracy, ∆(σ · BR)/(σ · BR), of the Higgs decay to a WW decay,
using the Higgsstrahlung Higgs production channel is presented. Fully hadronic final states
is considered. This particular final state shows the capability of the CEPC for separation of
W and the Z boson in the highest jet multiplicity environment at the Higgs boson factories.
The study is performed with nominal center of mass energy
√
s = 250 GeV and integrated
luminosity of 5 ab−1. The analysis is based on a full detector simulation using Geant4.
The obtained result for the relative statistical uncertainty of the σ(HZ) · BR(H → WW∗) is
1.9% (1.7% for 5.6 ab−1). The result has entered the global Higgs fit, which improved the
measurement of the H → WW∗ decays, to 0.9%.
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